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We describe the design, construction and performance of three realizations of a high-field
superconducting magnetic trap for neutral atoms and molecules. Each of these traps utilizes a pair
of coaxial coils in the anti-Helmholtz geometry and achieves depths greater than 4 T, allowing it to
capture magnetic atoms and molecules cooled in a cryogenic buffer gas. Achieving this depth
requires that the repulsive force between the coils~which can exceed 30 metric tons! be contained.
We also describe additional features of the traps, including the elimination of trapped fluxes from the
coils and the integration of the coils into a cryogenic vacuum environment suitable for producing
cold atoms and molecules. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1633993#

I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetic traps can confine neutral atomic vapors away
from material walls, thereby breaking thermal contact be-
tween the trapped atoms and their environment. This isola-
tion makes it possible to cool the trapped atoms~e.g., by
evaporative cooling! to temperatures well below what can be
achieved otherwise, and has played a crucial role in the de-
velopment of ultracold atomic physics and the attainment of
Bose-Einstein condensation in dilute atomic gases.

In order for atoms to be confined in a magnetic trap,
their thermal energy must be less than the potential energy
barrier created by the magnetic fields of the trap. This means
that the atoms’ temperatureT and the depth of the trapBtrap

must satisfykBT!mBtrap where m is the atoms’ magnetic
moment andkB is Boltzmann’s constant. However the mag-
netic traps that can be produced using current~or any fore-
seeable! technology are much shallower than the thermal en-
ergy typical of atoms in their equilibrium gas phase; as a
result the atomic vapor must be cooled before it can be
loaded into a magnetic trap.

Three types of cooling have been used to load atoms into
magnetic traps. These approaches differ in the range of
atomic species to which they are applicable, the maximum
number of atoms they can load into a trap, and the lowest
temperature to which they cool the atoms before loading.
The most widely used method is laser cooling, in which at-
oms can be cooled to sub-mK temperatures. At these low
temperatures, the atoms can be trapped by;10 mT deep
traps produced by copper coils in a room-temperature
vacuum system.1 This approach is applicable only to atomic
species with the appropriate optical properties, and is capable
of loading ;1010 atoms into a magnetic trap~limited by

multiple scattering of photons from the cooling lasers, colli-
sions between excited state atoms, and technical limits on the
power of the cooling lasers!. A second approach to loading
cold atoms into magnetic traps~which is applicable only to
atomic hydrogen! makes use of the unique properties of spin-
polarized H in a He-coated chamber. The unusually low
binding energy of H to He allows the H gas to be cooled to
;100 mK via contact with the He-coated walls. At this tem-
perature the H can be trapped by;1 T magnetic fields pro-
duced by superconducting coils.2 As many as 1014 H atoms
can be magnetically trapped using this technique; however,
the much higher binding energy of all other atom-surface
pairs precludes the application of this approach to the trap-
ping of any other atomic species.

A third approach, which is both applicable to a wide
range of species and capable of loading large numbers of
atoms, has been developed in our group.3 In this approach
hot atoms or molecules~produced by a laser ablation pulse
or an atomic/molecular beam4! are cooled by elastic colli-
sions with a cryogenic (T;1 K) helium buffer gas. After the
atoms thermalize with the buffer gas they are cold enough to
be trapped by magnetic fields of a few tesla, which are pro-
duced by superconducting coils. Unlike laser cooling or the
cryogenic cooling of spin-polarized hydrogen, this technique
should be applicable to any atomic or molecular species with
a permanent magnetic moment and appropriate spin-
relaxation cross-sections. It has been successfully used to
load ;1012 atoms of Eu, Cr, and Mo, as well as;108 mol-
ecules of CaH into magnetic traps.5–8 However, the fact that
the atoms are initially cooled to higher temperatures than in
the cases of spin-polarized hydrogen or laser-cooled atoms
has required the development of very deep magnetic traps
~;4 T deep! to ensure the conditionkBT!mBtrap is met.a!Electronic address: jack@cua.harvard.edu
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In this article, we describe the design, construction, and
testing of these magnetic traps. We describe three different
designs and focus on the depth of the traps produced by the
superconducting coils, the coils’ structural support, the opti-
cal access they provide, their integration into the surrounding
cryogenic and vacuum environments, and the role of mag-
netic flux trapped within the coils. Last, we describe possible
future directions which might improve the magnets’ perfor-
mance.

II. MAGNET DESIGN

In practice the deepest magnetic traps are produced by
spherical quadrupole magnets, a geometry colloquially
known as ‘‘anti-Helmholtz.’’ These traps consist of a pair of
identical coaxial coils whose currentsI are equal and flow in
opposite directions, producing a magnetic field which is zero
at the trap center and increases~to lowest order! as uBY u
}A4z21r 2. Herez is the coordinate along the axis of sym-
metry of the two coils andr is the coordinate along the radial
axis. Figure 1 shows a schematic of this geometry and the
resulting fields. All the magnets described in this paper use
the anti-Helmholtz geometry shown in Fig. 1. The difference
between the smallest value ofuBY u ~which is zero for anti-
Helmholtz traps! and the value ofuBY u where atoms can es-

cape the trap~either via saddle points inuBY u or by colliding
with a material wall! sets the trap depthBtrap.

The maximum achievableBtrap is limited by two factors:
the critical currentI c of the superconducting coils, and the
repulsive forceF generated between the two coils. For the
traps described here,F can be greater than 30 metric tons.
Thus the structural support of the coils is a crucial part of the
overall magnet design.9 We first describe the general design
considerations for the coils and their supports, and then pro-
vide a more detailed description of the individual magnet
designs.

For each magnet design we calculateBtrap andF as fol-
lows: first we calculate the magnetic field profileBY (z,r ,I )
for different values of the coil dimensionst, d, R, andL ~see
Fig. 1! by numerically integrating the Biot-Savart equation.
We then calculateI c for each coil by combiningBY (z,r ,I )
with the known magnetic field dependence of the short-
sample critical current of the wire used in the coils.10 Last,
we calculateF for each pair of coils from

F52p
I c

A E
R

R1t

drE
d/2

L1d/2

dzBY ~z,r ,I c!•rY

whereA5tL is the cross-sectional area of the coils.
The depth of the trapBtrap depends upont, d, R, andL

not only through their effect upon the magnetic field profile
uBY (z,r ,I )u, but also through their effect uponI c andF. The
combination of these effects leads to a complicated depen-
dence ofBtrap on t, d, R, andL. We find that for the range of
geometries considered,Btrap generally increases with the
cross-sectional areaA of the coils and decreases with the
separationd. HoweverF also increases rapidly withA, lim-
iting the maximum practical size of the coils.

The maximumF which can be tolerated~and hence the
optimal coil geometry and trap depth! is determined by the
tensile strength of the structure which holds the two coils
together. The support structure material must possess high
tensile strength and toughness against brittle failure and fa-
tigue at cryogenic temperatures. In order to preserve the spa-
tial profile of the trapping fields, it also needs to be nonsu-
perconducting and non-magnetic at 4.2 K after repeated
cycling of temperature, magnetic field, and mechanical
stress. The support structures for all three magnets discussed
in this article are machined from Grade 6 titanium alloy~5%
Sn, 2.5% Al!, which meets these requirements.11 Grade 5
titanium alloy ~6% Al, 4% V! is more readily available and
possesses comparable mechanical properties, but is super-
conducting at 4.2 K.12

The support structure is designed to be conceptually
simple in order to avoid unforeseen stress concentrations
which could lead to catastrophic mechanical failure. Where
practical, we have used finite element analysis to calculate
stress concentrations. The dimensions of the support struc-
ture are chosen so that the tensile stress produced byF ~ig-
noring stress concentrations! is at all points in the structure a
factor of six below the room temperature tensile yield stress.
Assuming that the stress concentration factor is nowhere
greater than three, this leaves a factor-of-two margin of
safety. An additional margin of safety is provided by the fact

FIG. 1. ~a! Schematic illustration of the anti-Helmholtz geometry. The coil
dimensionst, d, R, andL for each magnet are given in Table I.~b! Plot of the
calculatedBr(r ,z50) for theMark 4 magnet at its maximum current. The
gray lines indicate the walls of the magnet bore.~c! Plot of the calculated
Bz(r 50,z) for the Mark 4 magnet at its maximum current.
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the tensile yield strength of Grade 6 titanium increases by a
factor of ;1.6 between room temperature and 4.2 K while
maintaining reasonable ductility.11

A. Mark 3 magnet

Figure 2 shows a cross-sectional view of an anti-
Helmholtz magnet used to trap atomic Cr and Mo. This mag-
net ~referred to as theMark 3! is cooled to 4.2 K in a liquid
helium bath. Both the outer and inner surfaces of the magnet
are in contact with the liquid helium. The trapped atoms are
stored in a vacuum can which fits inside the inner diameter
of the magnet bore. The dimensions of the coils are given in
Table I. The coils are wound with 8266 turns each of
Formvar-insulated NbTi/Cu wires~Supercon 54S wire:
0.0169 outer diameter, 54 filaments of Nb0.52Ti0.48 embedded
in a copper matrix, 1:1.3 superconducting-to-normal ratio!.
The critical current of the coils as a whole is calculated to be

I c576 A. At this current, the coils produce a trapping field
which increases from zero at the center of the magnet to
Btrap54.43 T at the inner surface of the magnet bore (z
50 mm,r 538.1 mm). Along the axis of symmetry of the
magnet, the magnetic field reaches a saddle point atz

5643.9 mm, r 50 m, at whichBY 564.77ẑT. In all the
traps described here, the magnetic field at these saddle points
is larger than the field at the inner surface of the magnet;
hence, it is the latter which setsBtrap.

When this magnet is fully energized~i.e., I 5I c), F
52.33105 N ~23.5 metric tons!. The support againstF for
this magnet is provided in part by the titanium bobbin upon
which the coils are wound. At their narrowest~point A in Fig.
2!, the walls of this bobbin are 3.18 mm thick, with a cross-
sectional area of 780 mm2. Transitions in the dimensions of
the bobbin are made gradually to avoid stress concentrations.
For example, the thick uppermost and lowermost portions of
the bobbin merge into the thin-walled portions with a radius
of curvature of 10 mm. Finite element analysis indicates that
this transition produces a stress concentration factor of;1.5.

Additional support is provided by eight plates external to
the coils. Each of these 12.7-mm-thick plates is secured to
the upper and lower portions of the bobbin by four 12.7-
mm-diameter pegs. The 8 plates and 32 pegs are machined
from the same titanium alloy as the bobbin. While the inner
bobbin is nominally sufficient to restrain the coils againstF,
these plates provide support at the outer diameter of the coils
and ensure that the margin of safety described above is main-
tained.

Optical access to the trapping region along the axial di-
rection is provided by the 76.5 mm bore of the magnet. Four
6.3-mm-diameter holes dilled in the midplane of the magnet
~pointsB in Fig. 2! provide additional radial access.

B. Mark 4 magnet

Figure 3 shows a cross-sectional view of a different anti-
Helmholtz trap~theMark 4!. Its dimensions and other speci-
fications are listed in Table I. In this design the coils are
wound on a thin-walled~1.65 mm thick! brass bobbin which
is not intended to provide any support againstF. Instead,
support is provided by a cylindrical titanium cask external to
the coils. The coils are mechanically linked to the cask by a
pair of titanium annuli above the upper coil and below the
lower coil ~pointsA in Fig. 3! by 12 pegs each of 20.64 mm
diameter. The shear strength of these pegs~assumed to be
60% of their tensile strength! and the calculatedI c set nearly
identical limits toBtrap for this magnet.

FIG. 2. ~a! Cross-sectional view of theMark 3 magnet. The magnet coils
are wound on the titanium bobbin. The eight titanium plates provide addi-
tional support against the intercoil force at the outer diameter of the magnet.
Each plate is attached to the bobbin by four 12.7 mm diameter titanium
pegs. The thinnest portion of the bobbin wall is indicated byA. ~b! Cross
section alonga, showing the 16 peg holes used to attach the 8 plates to the
upper portion of the bobbin. The recess at the bottom of each peg hole
allows gases trapped behind each peg to be vented out the top of the bobbin.
For clarity, the pegs are omitted.g indicates the cross section shown in~a!.
~c! Cross section alongb, the midplane of the magnet, showing the part of
the bobbin which separates the two coils. Also shown are the four optical
access holes~one of which is labeledB! which penetrate from the outer to
the inner diameter of the bobbin. The rounded notches at the corners of the
midplane provide room for the magnet leads.

TABLE I. The dimensions of the coils~as defined in Fig. 1!, the number of turns in each coil, the
superconducting-to-normal metal ratio of the wire used, the critical currentI c , the repulsive intercoil forceF,
and the depthBtrap for each of the magnetic traps discussed in the text.

L ~mm! d ~mm! t ~mm! R ~mm!
Number
of turns

s:n ratio
of wire I c ~A! F ~N! Btrap ~T!

Mark 3 50.67 20.14 31.63 41.40 8266 1:1.3 78.5 2.33105 4.43
Mark 4 61.0 15.24 35.56 42.16 7520 1:1.3 99 3.13105 4.72
Mark 5 63.5 15.24 33.59 41.21 4745 1:2 145 2.73105 4.36
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The support structure for this magnet can be substan-
tially thicker than in theMark 3 design because the cask is
external to the coils. This provides a twofold advantage with
regard toBtrap: a greaterF can be tolerated, and the inner
wall of the magnet can be thinner. The latter allows the trap-
ping volume of the atoms to extend closer to the coils them-
selves, making more efficient use of the magnetic fields~see
Fig. 1!. Still more efficient use of the fields can be made by
removing the necessity of an additional vacuum can inside
the magnet bore. This is achieved in theMark 4 by having
the magnet bobbin serve as a vacuum can. Brass indium-seal
flanges~pointsB in Fig. 3! are brazed onto the brass bobbin
and can connect with the vacuum spaces of the rest of the
experiment. In this configuration, only the outer surface of
the magnet is in direct contact with the liquid helium bath.

The midplane of the ‘‘Mark 4’’ contains four radial op-
tical access ports~points C in Fig. 3! which allow for win-
dows to be mounted with indium seals~in order to preserve
the vacuum in the magnet bore!. Eight additional radial ports
~points D in Fig. 3! extend close to the inner wall of the

bobbin~but not into the vacuum space!. These ports may be
used to bring additional coils close to the trapping region in
order to perturb the trapping fields in a controlled fashion.
Similar geometries have been used in other labs to remove
the region of zero magnetic field from the trap.13 This has
been crucial to avoid Majorana spin-flip losses of trapped
atoms at very low temperatures.14

An additional refinement in this design is the inclusion
of resistive wire wound on the inner and outer diameters of
both superconducting coils. This wire serves as a heater, and
can be used to drive the superconducting coils normal,
thereby removing any trapped fluxes from the coils. The ad-
vantage of this option is described in Sec. IV.

C. Mark 5 magnet

Figure 4 shows a cross-sectional view of a third magnet
design~theMark 5!, which incorporates a number of features
from both of the previous designs. Here the coils are wound
on a thin-walled titanium bobbin which is not intended to
provide support againstF. As in theMark 4, F is transferred
to an external cask via 12 pegs each in the upper and lower-
most parts of the bobbin. Unlike either theMark 3 or the

FIG. 3. ~a! Cross-sectional view of theMark 4 magnet. The titanium annuli
~A! and the G-10 annuli are slid over the brass bobbin and then captured by
brazing the brass vacuum flanges~B! to the bobbin.~b! Cross section along
a, showing the twelve 20.64-mm-diameter holes in the titanium annuli and
cask into which the load-bearing pegs are inserted. For clarity, the pegs are
omitted. The peg holes and the other blind holes have round bottoms in
order to avoid stress concentrations. Each peg hole also has a 1 mmdiam-
eter hole which extends to the inner diameter of the annulus in order to vent
any gases trapped by the pegs. The coil leads enter the magnet via the three
notches on the outer diameter of the bobbin.~c! Cross section alongb, the
midplane of the magnet, showing the part of the brass bobbin which sepa-
rates the two coils. One of the four optical ports is indicated byC. At each
optical port the outer diameter of the brass bobbin is faced off to provide a
flat surface for an indium seal, allowing the magnet bobbin to serve as a
vacuum can. One of the eight radial ports is indicated byD. These ports do
not penetrate into the bore of the magnet.

FIG. 4. ~a! Cross-sectional view of theMark 5 magnet. The magnet coils
are wound on the titanium bobbin. Support against the intercoil force is
provided by the titanium cask which is external to the coils and linked to the
bobbin by 24 titanium pegs.~b! Cross section alonga, showing the 12
20.64-mm-diameter holes in the titanium annuli and cask into which the
load-bearing pegs are inserted. For clarity, the pegs are omitted. The peg
holes and the other blind holes have round bottoms in order to avoid stress
concentrations. Each peg hole also has a 1-mm-diameter hole which extends
to the inner diameter of the bobbin in order to vent any gases trapped by the
pegs. The coil leads enter the magnet via the three notches on the outer
diameter of the annuli.~c! Cross section alongb, the midplane of the mag-
net, showing the part of the titanium bobbin which separates the magnet
coils. Also shown are the 12 radial access ports~one is indicated by A!
which penetrate from the outer to the inner diameter of the bobbin. The 12
blind holes~one is indicated by B! allow copper cooling strips to be an-
chored to the magnet midplane.
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Mark 4, theMark 5 is designed to operate in vacuum as part
of a molecular beam apparatus~again removing the need for
an additional vacuum can interior to the magnet bore!. In the
absence of direct contact with liquid helium, cooling of the
coils is ensured by copper strips which improve the thermal
conductance between the coils and the bobbin. The bobbin is
in turn cooled via several 25.4-mm-diameter copper braids
attached to the 4.2 K cold plate of a liquid helium Dewar.15

This design provides radial optical access through all 12
ports in the bobbin midplane~pointsA in Fig. 4!.

III. MAGNET CONSTRUCTION

Because the mechanical support of the energized coils is
crucial to their performance, a sample from each piece of
Grade 6 titanium alloy stock used in the construction is sent
to an independent facility for testing of both chemical con-
tent and room temperature mechanical properties. If the
stock material meets the specifications of ASTM B348 Grade
6, the various parts are machined at the Division of Engi-
neering and Applied Sciences Machine Shop, Harvard Uni-
versity, Cambridge, MA. The bobbin is then sent to Ameri-
can Magnetics, Inc., Oak Ridge, TN where the coils are
wound. Final assembly~i.e., of the external support cask! is
performed at Harvard.

In the case of theMark 3 magnet, the titanium bobbin
and plates were first machined without the peg holes shown
in Fig. 2~b!. Then the plates were attached to the bobbin and
the peg holes drilled~simultaneously in both the bobbin and
the plates! to slightly under their final 12.7 mm diameter. The
side plates were then removed so that the G-10 annuli could
be put in place and the coils wound. After the winding, the
pegs were machined and the side plates were reattached to
the bobbin. Finally, the peg holes were reamed out to accept
the pegs with 60mm radial clearance. Machining the final
diameter of the peg holes in both the bobbin and the plates
simultaneously while they are bolted together helps ensure
that the pegs achieve the best possible fit.

Because this stage of the machining is done on the as-
sembly containing the coils, care must be taken to ensure that
the coils are not damaged. In order to avoid trapping ma-
chine oil in the coils, either isopropanol or ethanol is used as
a coolant for the machining~on the grounds that they will not
attack the epoxy in which the coils are impregnated, and
should eventually evaporate!.

For the Mark 4 design, the coils were wound on the
brass bobbin with the titanium annuli and G-10 annuli se-
cured in place~these annuli are captured by the indium-seal
flanges mentioned above!. The external titanium cask was
then slid over this assembly~the annuli and cask were ma-
chined for a nominal 50mm radial gap!. Four temporary
pegs were inserted in the peg holes in the titanium cask and
annuli ~initially drilled to be 19.05 mm in diameter! to lock
the cask in place relative to the annuli and coils. Then the
peg holes were machined out to their full diameter of 20.64
mm. Each titanium peg was machined to fit into its hole with
a nominal clearance of 5mm. With this clearance the pegs
slide smoothly into their holes. A similar procedure was used
with the Mark 5 design.

IV. MAGNET PERFORMANCE

The Mark 3 magnet reached its calculatedI c ~76 amps!
with very little training. It has been used to trap atomic Cr
and Mo. The Zeeman-broadening of the absorption line
shapes of these trapped atoms is consistent with the magnet’s
calculated field profile.6

The Mark 3 has also been used to evaporatively cool
atomic Cr and Mo. This is achieved by initially trapping the
atoms in a deep magnetic trap~i.e., I'I c) and then ramping
I down. AsI decreases and the magnetic trap becomes shal-
lower, the atoms cool via evaporation over the edge of the
trap and also via adiabatic expansion. However it is observed
that whenI is ramped from near its maximum value to less
than 0.3 A the magnetic field in the trapping region no longer
scales withI, and does not vanish whenI 50 A. Figure 5
shows a plot of theẑ component ofBY measured along the
z-axis using a cryogenic Hall probe afterI has been ramped
from 50 to 0 A. This remnant field is attributed to trapped
fluxes in the superconducting wire, and is typically;1 mT.
The spatial dependence of this remnant magnetic field is not
identical to that produced by current in the coils, and so
cannot be canceled by reversing the current in the coils, as
shown in Fig. 5. This remnant field strongly perturbs the
shape of the trap at lowI, complicating the spectroscopy of
the trapped atoms and limiting the progress of their evapo-
rative cooling.6,7 For this reason, it is desirable to remove
these trapped fluxes.

The Mark 4 magnet reached its calculatedI c ~99 amps!
without any quenching when tested with both the inner and
outer surfaces of the magnet immersed in liquid helium~i.e.,
with the bore not under vacuum!. With the bore under
vacuum, the magnet reached 70 amps after a small amount of
training. However, energizing the coils above about 40 amps
caused the brass bobbin to leak, precluding its use as a
vacuum space. This leak~which only appeared when charg-

FIG. 5. Plots ofBz , thez-component of the magnetic field measured along
thez-axis of theMark 3 magnet. The open points show the remnantBz after
the magnet has been ramped from 50 to 0 A~data from three separate
rampdowns are shown!. The solid points showBz measured after the current
has been ramped from 50 to 0 A and a small negative current is run through
the coils in an attempt to cancel the residual field. For comparison, the solid
line showsBz/3000 with 50 A in the magnet.
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ing the magnet! may be due in part to the fact that the dif-
ferential thermal contraction of the brass bobbin and the ti-
tanium sheath is such that cooling the assembly from 300 to
4.2 K produces a stress comparable to the room temperature
tensile yield stress of brass. Presumably this problem could
be solved in future designs by machining the bobbin from
the same titanium alloy as the outer sheath. By using a
vacuum can inside the magnet bobbin similar to theMark 3
arrangement, we have also used this magnet to trap and
evaporatively cool atomic Cr, and achieved similar results to
those described in Ref. 6. With this arrangement the magnet
reached its fullI c .

The ability of the heater coils wound into theMark 4
magnet to remove trapped fluxes is demonstrated in Fig. 6.
Figure 6~solid points! showsBY z measured along thez axis
after I has been ramped from 98 down to 0 A. Figure 6~open
points! showsBY z measured after the coils have been heated
above their superconducting transition temperature and al-
lowed to return to 4.2 K. This test was performed with both
the inner and outer surfaces of the magnet immersed in liq-
uid helium.

TheMark 5 magnet reached its calculatedI c ~145 amps!
both while immersed in liquid helium and while operated in
vacuum. In each case the magnet quenched three times at
;60 A before reaching its fullI c . For the in-vacuum tests,
the magnet and its leads were carefully heat sunk to the cold
plate of a helium Dewar. The magnet leads were fed through
the liquid helium bath of the Dewar and thence into the
vacuum space of the Dewar to the magnet.

V. FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The efficiency with which atoms and molecules cooled
by a cryogenic buffer gas can be magnetically trapped de-
pends to a large degree upon the depth of the magnetic trap

they are loaded into. As a starting point for considering pos-
sible future increases in the depth of magnetic traps, we note
that for theMark 4 design, the critical current of the super-
conducting coils and the maximum allowable repulsive force
between the coils is reached at roughly the same current.
Thus further improvement will require improving both the
strength of the support structure and the performance of the
superconducting coils.

At present the maximumF is limited by the shear
strength of the pegs. However substantial scaling up of the
peg size would necessitate their merging, as can be seen,
e.g., from Fig. 4~b!. While this may be practical, it would
represent an increased complexity in the design, stress analy-
sis, and manufacture of the magnets. A more promising route
would be the use of higher strength materials. Nominally
nonmagnetic steel alloys with more than twice the low-
temperature tensile yield strength of Grade 6 titanium~such
as MP35N16! have been proposed for use in the construction
of high-field solenoids, and may be applicable to neutral par-
ticle traps as well. While their excellent mechanical proper-
ties could allow larger values ofF, the magnetic and super-
conducting properties of the material at 4.2 K after repeated
cycles of magnetic field, temperature and stress are not
known.

A possible route to an increasedI c ~and henceBtrap)
would be to replace the NbTi wire~used in all the coils
described here! with Nb3Sn, either in part or in whole. The
use of Nb3Sn coils in solenoids approximately doubles the
magnetic fields which can be achieved. Whether or not such
gains could be achieved in the anti-Helmholtz configuration
will depend upon the relative brittleness of Nb3Sn compared
to NbTi, and the increased complexity of producing the coils.

More modest gains inI c could be realized with NbTi
magnets by cooling the coils below 4.2 K. However, our
measurements of Grade 6 titanium alloy indicate that it su-
perconducts belowTc53.0 K. This is shown in Fig. 7 which
plots the measured magnetic moment of a sample of Grade 6
alloy as a function of temperature in an applied field of 1 mT.

FIG. 6. The solid points show the remnant fieldBz measured along the
z-axis of theMark 4 magnet after ramping from 98 to 0 A~note the different
horizontal scale from Fig. 3!. The open points showBz measured after the
integrated heater wires are used to drive the magnet coils normal and then
the coils are allowed to cool back to 4.2 K. A linear background of 9mT/cm
has been subtracted from both data sets. The lines are guides to the eye.

FIG. 7. Magnetic momentm as a function of temperature of a 15.1 mm3

sample of Grade 6 titanium alloy in an applied field of 1 mT. The supercon-
ducting transition~evidenced by the onset of diamagnetism! can be seen at
;3 K. Open symbols: zero field cooled data. Crosses: field cooled data.
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As result of this superconducting transition, magnet tempera-
tures much below 4.2 K would also necessitate the use of a
different ~i.e., nonsuperconducting! material for the support
structure in applications which required the magnet to be run
at low currents~i.e., evaporative cooling by lowering the trap
depth!. At higher currents the magnetic field produced by the
coils will drive the support structure normal.12

The depth of the magnetic trap is not the only parameter
which limits its effectiveness, however. For evaporative
cooling to the lowest temperatures, it is also necessary to
produce a trap which does not have a point ofuBY u50. While
the radial ports described above offer the possibility of
achieving this, other approaches might profitably be inte-
grated into the structure of the magnet.
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